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O is a collection of four short stories that are quite dark, somewhat twisted, and explore a central theme of the
difficulty humans sometimes have empathising with one another. O is a promotional paperback that is
currently not available for sale. Readers can obtain copies via various giveaways on the Ander Louis
Goodreads, Facebook, and Twitter pages, as well as at Ander Louis events. The four stories included in O...
THE EXECUTIONER Change can come to us uninvited sometimes, sweeping us away to dark places we
never imagined ourselves in. This story is a meditation on change. It was written in a way that allows the
reader to interpret the story differently, depending on who you are and how you see the world. So what was
this story about, exactly? How you answer this says more about you than you might realise! A FUNNY
THING A man's sense of humour has been warped dramatically by his long stay in prison, turning him into a
cold observer merely enjoying the spectacle of a bloody riot. Be warned, his voice may stick in your head long
after you devour this short. THIS IS YOUR HOME A drama about a family torn apart on the eve of a
marriage intended to stitch it back together, told through the eyes of all involved. A RESPONSE A lengthy
stint of isolation pushes a man into a deep depression, until at last he ventures out into the world in a last-ditch
attempt to reconnect with society.

Can a perfect stranger save the lonely soul of a man who is ready to give up on himself? A poetic meditation
that ripens with every read, A Response is a story you will grow to appreciate further with each new
interpretation.

